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Our estimation results show that there are non-negligible risks of recession in five of the
six countries we have examined. The probability of a recession is between 30-45% in two
years’ time. UK is the exception. From experience we know that policymakers seldom or
never admit that there is a recession on the horizon. Given the high probabilities of
recession in the countries we have investigated, it probably wise for central bankers and
other policymakers to be on the alert. Policymakers in Sweden, Canada, and France should
be most worried.
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The Financial Cycle in focus
It’s hard to avoid the buzzwords of the day; trade war, Brexit, currency war, yield curve inversion and
not least recession. Against this backdrop the central banks of the world have turned dovish. Are
they just reacting to turbulent financial markets and afraid of being “behind the curve” or are there
real risks of recession around the globe? This is the central question in this Market Letter.

As a starting point, we have taken a fairly recent BIS-report
(https://www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdf/r_qt1812g.pdf ), which set out to estimate recession probabilities
in a partly new fashion. The report highlights the “financial cycle” as a driver of recessions. As stated
in the report: “… rapid increases in credit drive up property and asset prices, which in turn increase
collateral values and thus the amount of credit the private sector can obtain until, at some point, the
process goes into reverse. This mutually reinforcing interaction between financing constraints and
perceptions of value and risks has historically tended to cause serious macroeconomic dislocations”.
Another interesting point that is made is that recessions have tended to shift in nature during the last
30-40 years. From inflation-induced recessions (or “central bank recessions”) to financial cycleinduced recessions.

We have used the ideas from the article and run probit models for several countries. These models
produce recession probabilities based on the information from different variables. We have included
two variables used in the BIS-report; the credit share of GDP for the private sector, as an indicator of
the financial cycle and the government bond yield curve (10/2-year) as an indicator of the inflation or
central bank cycle. The variables are the same for each country and with the same lag (2 years). (The
BIS-paper includes more variables to construct the financial cycle, use debt service ratio as an
additional explaining factor, test additional lags and for a larger number of countries.)

Non-negligible risk of recession
Our estimation results show that there are non-negligible probabilities of recession in five of the six
countries we have examined: USA, Sweden, Germany, France and Canada. The probability of a
recession is between 30-45% in two years’ time. See the chart below. UK is the exception, with a
probability of recession of around 10%. In other words, UK looks to be in a better position going
forward, conditioned on a smooth Brexit without eruptions. (This was also the conclusion of the
previous Market Letter.)

We tried to estimate a similar model for Japan, but that didn’t work out, highlighting the special
character of the Japanese economy. Sweden is also a special case. Being a small, open economy, it is
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natural that it is more exposed to recessionary pressures from abroad. The model for Sweden
worked better if we added the probability of as US recession as an explanatory variable.

The overall conclusion is that the probability of a recession, albeit none is over 50%, is currently
higher or similar to the probability preceding the recessions in the early 1990s and the Great
Financial Crisis in 2008, in most countries. Policymakers in Sweden, Canada, and France should be
most worried.

If we dig deeper and look at the financial cycle, represented here by the credit share of GDP in the
private sector, it’s noticeable that debt in Sweden, Canada and France are higher than in the other
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countries, on a relative basis. (The numbers have been normalised (with average 0 and standard
deviation 1) in order to be comparable.) See the chart above. We also note that Germany’s private
sector has a historically low credit-to-GDP-share, yet there is a reasonably high probability for a
recession in 2021. This highlight the other variable, the central bank cycle. Germany and Canada have
the flattest yield curves in normalised terms, while UK has the steepest yield curve.

Naturally, there are occasions when the models fail to detect a looming recession and periods where
there are signal of a recession, but it fails to materialize. An example of the first one is around the
euro crisis in 2011-12, when Germany, France and Sweden faced small recessions, but the models
gave only scant signals. In the beginning of the millennium most models showed a high recession
probability around the tech bubble crash, but most countries escaped a recession at the time.
(Historical GDP, the recession probability measures and periods of actual recessions for each country
is shown below.)

From experience we know that policymakers seldom or never admit that there is a recession on the
horizon. Given the high probabilities of recession in the countries we have investigated, it probably
wise for central bankers and other policymakers to be on the alert. That goes for policymakers in the
UK as well, which have their own diversions.

Charts from individual countries
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Disclaimer
The information contained in this website is intended solely to provide general guidance on matters
of interest for the personal use of the reader, who accepts full responsibility for its use. The
application and impact of laws can vary widely based on the specific facts involved. Given the
changing nature of laws, rules and regulations, and the inherent hazards of electronic
communication, there may be delays, omissions or inaccuracies in information contained in this
publication. The information is produced by the website and the opinions expressed are as of the
date of writing and are subject to change. It does not constitute an offer or an invitation by or on
behalf of Recon Patrol to any person to buy or sell any security or investment product. Any reference
to past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future. The information and analysis contained
in this publication have been compiled or arrived at from sources believed to be reliable but Recon
Patrol does not make any representation as to their accuracy or completeness and does not accept
liability for any loss arising from the use hereof. All information in this website is provided “as is”,
with no guarantee of completeness, accuracy, timeliness or of the results obtained from the use of
this information, and without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including, but not limited to
warranties of performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. Nothing herein shall
to any extent substitute for the independent investigations and the sound technical and business
judgment of the reader. In no event will the author be liable to you or anyone else for any decision
made or action taken in reliance on the information in this publication or for any consequential,
special or similar damages, even if advised of the possibility of such damages. This document may
not be reproduced either in whole, or in part, without the written permission of the author.
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